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What better way to follow on from my Ferris Wheels “Awesome Andes” motorcycle safari last year than

another Ferris Wheels tour, this time their 20 day “Turkish Treasures” adventure.

Turkey, occasionally referred to as Anatolia or Asia Minor, is often regarded as the crossroads of

civilization because of the many human societies that have lived there, and the countless armies that

have either occupied the area or passed through in conquest of lands to the east and west.

Historical names such as Alexander the Great, Hannibal, Hadrian, the sons of Genghis Khan and

civilizations such as Hittites, Phoenicians, Greeks, Persians, Egyptians, Romans , Goths, Mongols, Arabs,

Crusaders, Ottomans and others have left their footprints in the history of the country that is the

present day Republic of Turkey.

The tour started in Istanbul, the largest city in Turkey with a population of 13.5 million. Istanbul was

originally called Byzantium when founded by Greek colonists in 657BC, although archaeologists have

discovered artifacts dating back to 7,000BC. Emperor Constantine moved the capital of the Roman

Empire there in 324AD and renamed it New Rome, and it later became known as Constantinople.

Istanbul was not officially adopted as the city’s name until 1930.

The city was the capital of the Ottoman Empire from 1453 to 1922, and held a strategic position on the

Silk Road. Often referred to as the Paris of the East, Istanbul was the eastern destination of the famed

Orient Express, and is reputed to be the 5
th

 most visited city in the world. I arrived two days before the

tour started to have extra time to explore it’s attractions, including the Blue Mosque, Hagia Sophia,

Suleymaniye Mosque and the hectic Grand Bazaar, as well as a taste of lesser known venues like the

Pudding Shop and the Cozy Pub & Restaurant.

Photo: P1010779 Blue Mosque
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Photo: P1030337 Pudding Shop

The tour group comprised leaders Mike and Denise Ferris, ten “tourists” from NSW, Vic and SA, plus tour

guide Baris, mechanic Abidin and mini-bus driver Yusuf. Bikes were a mixture of V-Stroms, TransAlps,

BMW Dakar , a cruiser for Jim and a Ducati for Denise.

First riding day took us approximately 300km to Gallipoli (known as Gelibolu in Turkey), following the

shoreline of the Sea of Marmara, including lunch at Tekirdag and detouring through a National Park. This

was the only unsealed road we travelled apart from occasional roadworks, but the spectacular scenery

made the excursion worthwhile. Next morning we rode to Anzac Cove, visiting Lone Pine Cemetery and

the equivalent Turkish Cemetery where many Turkish visitors were paying their respects. We also visited

the War Museum Canakkale Destani, where the intensity of the fighting could be sensed by a collection

of bullets that had been impacted by other bullets mid-flight.
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Photo: P1010949 Lone Pine Cemetery

Photo: P1010943 Epitaph by Mustafa Ataturk

After lunch at Eceabat we caught a ferry across the Dardanelles to our stop for the night, Canakkale,

effectively passing from Europe into Asia. There was time in the afternoon to explore the city, which

boasts the statue of the wooden horse of Troy used in the movie “Troy” several years ago.
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Photo: P1010982 Horse of Troy

Next morning we rode to the ruins of Troy, where at least nine stages of building have been uncovered

dating back to 3,000BC. Little remains of the city, but archeologists continue to uncover additional ruins.

The site is now several kilometres from the Aegean Sea, despite it’s prominence as a sea port during it’s

reign. Inevitably there was another wooden horse at the site entrance.

In Homer’s Odyssey, the Greek hero Odysseus (known as Ulysses in Roman myths) takes 10 years to

return home after the Trojan War. Our day’s ride was considerably shorter, approximately 400km of

varying surfaces including expressways and country roads, with lunch near the excellent Greek and

Roman ruins at Bergama (Pergamon) before arriving at Kusadasi on the Aegean coast for the night.

Photo: P1020019 Troy
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Kusadasi is located near the ruins of Ephesus and is a popular destination for tourists. Ephesus was a

major Greek and later Roman city, but was sacked by the Goths in 263AD, damaged by an earthquake in

614AD and further sacked by the Arabs in 654AD. We observed three large cruise ships in the harbor

during our two night stay, although fortunately not all the tourists were present when we visited the

impressive ruins the next day.  Perhaps the light rain put some off, but we travelled in the mini bus and

were not inconvenienced, and the rain eased for lunch at Selcuk (and more ruins). In addition to the

cruise ships, there were many pleasure craft in the Kusadasi marina, suggesting the tourist trade was

very welcome in town.

Photo: P1020106 Ephesus

Photo: P1020130 Selcuk

Next day’s ride was approximately 200km inland to the thermal springs of Pamukkale, and the adjacent

and equally spectacular ruins of Hieropolis. This historical city was originally founded as a thermal spa in
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the 2nd century BC, and flourished under Roman rule until devastated by Persian armies and several

earthquakes. The thermal springs have created wave-like formations due to calcium depositing from the

water as it cascades down the hillside, and we saw many tourists wandering barefoot in the hot pools as

they probably have done for centuries. We again left the bikes at the hotel and took the mini-bus,

before returning to experience our hotel’s re-creation of the area’s features, with spring water

cascading from a rather hot pool into subsequent pools with decreasing water temperature. Daddy

bear, mummy bear and little baby bear could easily find a pool to suit their preferred temperature, safe

in the knowledge that the hotel stocked plenty of cold beer to return body temperature to equilibrium.

Photo: P1020204 Hieropolis

Photo: P1020238 Pamukkale

Destination for the next day was Kas on the Mediterranean Sea, with lunch at Fethiye along the way.

This was a 360km ride through country villages and rugged mountain passes in the morning, followed by
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coastal stretches in the afternoon, with good riding roads marred somewhat by a lot of patchy surfaces.

The scenery was very impressive, and the first sight of the azure-blue water of the Mediterranean Sea

was a talking point, encouraging several of us to take our first swim in the Mediterranean that

afternoon. The marina was equally impressive, with many smaller tour boats as well as pleasure craft.

Photo: P1020299 Mediterranean Coast

Photo: P1020305 Tour group at Kas hotel

More spectacular coastline scenery followed the next afternoon on the 200km ride to Antalya, with

good road conditions. Antalya is the regional capital and has an extensive history, with the city built in

and around fortress walls and other ruins. We had a two night stay there, including a cruise to the Lower

Duden waterfall dropping directly into the Mediterranean Sea, and most of us enjoyed another swim

adjacent to the waterfall. Many cruise yachts had adopted a “Pirates of the Caribbean” theme, and
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Johnny Depp appeared to be more popular than Roman Emperor Hadrian who had graced the city a few

years earlier.

Photo: P1020380 Lower Duden Fall

Photo: P1020402 Pirates & Fortifications

After the rest day, a 430km ride along the coast to Kizkalesi with occasional forays through mountain

passes was very enjoyable, including a stop at Mamure Castle on the coast at Anamur. This castle was

originally built by the Romans in the 3
rd

 century AD, and enlarged by the Crusaders and again by the

Seljuk Turks.  Another castle (the Maiden’s Castle) was located on an island just off the coast at our

hotel at Kizkalesi, and was enhanced by a spectacular light show at night.
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Photo: P1020451 Mamure Castle

Photo: P1020474 Kizkalesi Castle

The next day was an 8:00am start, heading inland along some fabulous riding roads with long sweeping

mountain passes and through a valley beside a river. After lunch at Eregli, the roads became more

monotonous with long straights through agricultural country. We stopped at Kaymakli to briefly explore

an underground city, before arriving at Urgap in Cappadocia around 6:00pm, a total of 440km.
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Photo: P1020487  Valley Road

Photo: P1020521A Kaymakli underground city

Urgap was a three night stop, with the first day spent exploring the strange rock formations and some of

the underground cities in the Cappadocia region dating back 4,000 years. These cities were either

underground or carved into the side of sandstone rocks, and could be up to twelve stories deep to

facilitate storage of food and wine, kitchens, churches, schools and ventilation shafts as well as housing

for the people and their livestock, and also served as a defence against invading armies.
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Photo: P1020573 Goreme (Phallus Valley)

The second day in Cappadocia was a 4:30am start for a hot air balloon trip, tempered somewhat by the

news that two Brazilian tourists had died the previous day in a ballooning accident. Undeterred, the

flight was an exhilarating experience, with almost 100 balloons aloft in the crisp but clear early morning

air. The flight lasted exactly one hour, and was followed by an enthusiastic champagne celebration.

Photo: P1020671A Balloons in flight
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Photo: P1020748A Champagne celebration

The rest of that day was always going to be an anti-climax, but time spent riding around Goreme and

Urchisor reviewing the extensive scope of the underground cities we had seen from the air, plus a

Turkish cultural evening featuring whirling dervishes and a belly dancer, completed a wonderful day.

Photo: P1020719A Rock formations with built-in accommodation

Back on the road the next day, we headed further north along some good riding roads towards the Black

Sea. We avoided Turkey’s capital Ankara and set course for the overnight stop at Corum, 320km away.

Lunch was at Yozgat before visiting 4,000 year old Hittite ruins at Hatussa along the way. Although there

are minimal structures remaining, the ruins stretched for approximately 10 kilometres.

We also discovered tourists weren’t the only ones taking photos, as three of us were invited by the

Traffic Polis to give a donation to the Turkish economy in appreciation of their good roads. (There may

be a trend developing here as I hadn’t had a speeding fine since my Ferris Wheel tour through Bolivia

last year!)
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Photo: P1020902 Hatussa

Sinop on the Black Sea was our destination the next day, a further 280km from Corum. More good roads

and good scenery, lots of small villages, lunch at Boyabat, and a detour Ferris Wheels hadn’t used before

but necessitated by a new dam construction and subsequent flooding of their previous route. Much of

the countryside was devoted to agriculture, and the roads system was undergoing significant upgrades

as we approached the coast. Sinop itself is primarily a Black Sea port, with the remains of an old fortress

present on the harbourfront. In 1853, the Russian Navy destroyed an Ottoman frigate squadron in the

Battle of Sinop, leading Britain and France to enter the Crimean War against Russia.

Photo: P1020940 Turkish Village
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Photo: P1020998 Sinop

The Black Sea coastline the next day was a series of fishing villages connected by a winding road

following the mountain contours, continually rising and falling, lots of blind bends with rough surfaces,

and loose dust sprinkled on the numerous sections of tacky bitumen. This called for a lot of

concentration, but again the scenery made the route worth the effort. Unfortunately the narrow road

did not encourage stopping for photos, and the lush forests seemed to intrude on photo opportunities

when they presented.

Photo: P1030026 Black Sea coastline
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Photo: P1030036 More Black Sea coastline

After lunch at Cide we reached Amasra late in the afternoon after 360km of spectacular scenery, with all

the group commenting on the effort required to maintain concentration on such a challenging road.

Fortunately the traffic had been light all day. All the coastal villages appeared to have a reasonable

harbour, so possibly the sea is the preferred means of transport in this region.

Amasra is a pretty town with a history dating back to the 7
th

 century BC and, you guessed it, more ruins.

Amasra Castle was originally built by the Romans, was transformed into a fortress by the Byzantines,

and the front walls and gates were added by the Genoese in the 14
th

 century AD. Next morning there

was time for a guided walk among the fort and the old town, some souvenir hunting in the market, a

paddle in the Black Sea and lunch before setting off.

Photo: P1030062 Amasra
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Photo: P1030064 Amasra

The penultimate day of riding had us heading away from the coast for 90km to Safranbolu, famed for it’s

production of saffron when the Silk Road trade route passed through here all those years ago. The town

is a UN Heritage Listed Ottoman town, also renowned for it’s Turkish Delight, so a stop at the obligatory

“factory outlets” was inevitable. The ladies decided a Turkish Bath would offset the Turkish Delight,

while the menfolk preferred an internal cleansing, having become well acclimatized to Efes lager.

Photo: P1030097 Roads
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Photo: P1030099 More Roads

Photo: P1030106 Turkish Delight

The last riding day was 480km, with a good road including at least 20 tunnels back to the coast at

Zonguldak, then following the coast for a while along a mountainous road, lunch and our final look at

the Black Sea at Akcakoca before heading inland to meet the expressway and industrial urban sprawl

leading back to Istanbul. A ferry ride across the Bosporus brought us back to the European side, and we

negotiated the traffic back to the hotel without incident. In fact, apart from a few low speed drops and

people getting lost on several occasions, the whole tour of almost 4,000km was relatively incident free.
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Photo: P1030149 On the ferry back to “Europe”

Photo: P1030155 Blue Mosque and Hagia Sophia from the ferry

The final day of the tour involved a cruise along the Bosporus, seeing the summer and winter palaces of

the Sultans as well as the more salubrious housing at the top end of town, and inevitably more forts and

castles. There was time for final souvenir hunting in the afternoon, followed by a farewell dinner that

night in the tour hotel, with a full moon rising over the Blue Mosque to top off a fantastic trip.
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Photo: P1030225 A Sultan’s weekender on the Bosphorus

Photo: P1030302 Blue Mosque and a full moon

I spent an additional two days in Istanbul after the tour to wind down, and reflect upon the very friendly

and generous people, wonderful scenery and interesting historical sights we had experienced, although

we had only scratched the surface of the reported 25,000 archaeological sites in Turkey.

A two day stopover in Dubai on the way home put things in perspective. The fabulous experience in

Turkey makes one wonder what several thousand years of history will bring to the Burj Khalifa and

Dubai’s own version of “The World”.
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Photo: P1030722 Burj Khalifa

Photo: P1030690 The view from “At the Top” (actually about half way up Burj Khalifa)

Geoff Roberts


